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TECHNICAL NOTES: 
INSTALLATION CONDITIONS FOR GAS BOILERS: 
a) The equipment installation place must not be subject to frost or weather conditions. 

Malfunctioning of the components caused by these elements is not covered by the warranty;  

b) Burning air admission – burnt gases evacuation:  
- the burnt gases evacuation kit for forced draught NON-condensing heating systems must be 

tilted downwards towards the exterior side, inclination 3%; 

- the flue gas exhaust kit, for the condensing heating system, must be mounted horizontally, 

with no slope, because by its construction the inner tube (exhaust) has an upward slope to the 

outer tube (intake); 

- Forced draught GAS BOILERS can be installed in rooms with lower volumes than the one 

stipulated in art. 8.2. of the Technical Norms for Gas Installations, only if all the other stipulations 

of these norms are respected.  

- The flue chimney for the natural draught GAS BOILERS (open combustion chamber) must 

have an adequate draft and must be executed according to the technical norms in force. 

The boiler room must be properly ventilated and be provided with a fresh air outlet with a 

surface area of at least 100 cm2; 

- The burning air must not contain: chlorine, ammonia, halogenated hydro-carbs, freon, 

plasterboard particles, lint, dirt or dust; otherwise, the heat switch may be damaged. The 

heating GAS BOILERS must not be installed in environments presenting dust, vapours, 

condensation or temperatures higher than +50°C or below 15°C; 

-Installation of the heating GAS BOILERS in the proximity of a swimming pool, washing machine 

or laundry room can cause the contamination of the burning air with these compounds and 

heat switch damage.  

c) electricity supply. The electrical system to which the GAS BOILERS is connected, must 

provide a stable voltage of 230 Vca +/- 10%, a frequency of 50 Hz, and its connection shall be 

made in compliance with the Phase-Null polarity; 

- the dispersion resistance of the earth socket (grounding) must be in accordance with the 

norms in force (max 4Ohm, and the working void must not have residual current); 

- it is recommended to supply the boiler from a separate electrical circuit, provided with fuses 

with 30mA differential protection; 

d) gas supply: 
- a filter regulator must be fitted on the gas supply connection, which will ensure a flow and a 

pressure between the limits specified in the technical documentation of the equipment; 

- it is recommended the electrical isolation of the gas connection by installing an electrically 
insulating part; 
It is NOT allowed to connect the gas boiler to LPG gas cylinders/tanks or the connection to 

natural gas supply installations through flexible connections that do not comply with the 

regulations in force. 

It is NOT allowed to install / modify the gas boiler for operation on a different type of gas than 

the one for which the boiler was authorized and set up in the factory, according to the 

indication on the label installed from factory. 

- The flue gas must have a sulfur content within the limits of the European standard in force: 30 

mg / m3; otherwise damage to the heat exchanger may occur. 

e) Heating installation and production of domestic hot water-DHW will be performed by an 

authorised company, in respect with applicable norms and specifications in the Technical 

Manual. A minimum distance of 6m between the GAS BOILERS and the closest domestic hot 
water tap is recommended.  
Installation of one-way valves on the cold water infeed circuit is forbidden.  
ATTENTION! Water inlet pressure higher than 5bar is forbidden. 
•Water pH must be within the following interval: 7 <pH <8,5. This pH value in the installation 

must be correlated with the balance condition: avoid repeated water loss and refilling as any 
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refilling brings fresh oxygen into the system. The presence of oxygen in the heating system 

causes major damage of the heat switch.  

•Water hardness must be within the following interval: 5°F <TH <15°F (5°F (French degrees), 

equivalent to 50 mg CaCO3 or an equivalent Ca and Mg salts quantity 

- residual chlorine content permitted is 0,5 mg/l and the maximum level of permitted chlorines 

is 250ppm. 

• The heating installation must be correctly filled and completely aired and must have cold 
pressure tests performed.  
ATTENTION! Incorrect airing (air venting) of the installation can cause complete damage of the 
primary heat switch!  
• The heating installation must be washed and clear to any impurities before boiler 

connection and protected by filters installation. The heating GAS BOILERS must be protected 

against impurities: construction dust, sand, copper ashes, oils, etc., as well as against weld 

blobs and scoria. 

In any of these cases, the GAS BOILERS must be thoroughly washed with cold water mixed 

with cleaning agent.   

The presence of black mud (magnetite - Fe3O4) / red mud (Fe2O3) / calcareous deposits 
inside the primary switch of the GAS BOILERS shows that the standard prevention methods 
have not been applied. This may cause loss of the commercial warranty!  
ATTENTION! Modification of the GAS BOILERS to operate in a hydraulic diagram different from 

the one that GAS BOILERS has been designed is not permitted.  

 

TECHNICAL NOTES: 
ELECTRICITY SUPPLY: 
The electrical connecting for the heating GAS BOILERS is acceptable if:   

L = phase; N= null; G= earthing 

a) The voltage measured with the alternative current voltmeter is: L-N ~L-G = 230 Vca +/- 10% 

b) The voltage measured with the voltmeter is:  

For alternative current: N-G ˂ 10 Vca 
For continuous current: N-G = 0 Vcc 
c) The resistance measured between the working null and the earthing is:  N-G ˂ 0.4 Ω 
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TECHNICAL NOTES: 
AVOIDING HYDRAULIC SHOCKS: 
Hydraulic shocks appear in pipe networks when the fluids going through are accelerated or 

decelerated very quickly as a result of turning off of a valve, tap or as a result of turning off a 

circulation pump.  

The effect is represented by the propagation of overpressure along the pipe network having 

as effect noises and the destruction of the entire system, including switches, taps and other 

components of the heating GAS BOILERS.   

For this reason, it is recommended for hydraulic shock compensators to be installed in the 

proximity of such a hydraulic shock generator.  

 
 

TECHNICAL NOTES: 
GAS BOILERS PROTECTION AND USE OF IMPURITY SEPARATORS: 
All thermal circuits, even in new equipment, are characterised by the presence of impurities 

comprising mainly sand and rust – red mud or Fe2O3. 
Old equipment is characterised in addition by the apparition of black mud even if they have 

been previously washed.  

For this reason for the protection of heating GAS BOILERS and mainly for the protection of the 

primary switches, especially in the case of condensation GAS BOILERS it is recommended to 

install magnet impurity separators.  
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TECHNICAL NOTES: 
FUEL QUALITY AND BURNING AIR QUALITY: 
The quality of the combustion air can affect the performance of the heat exchangers, 

especially in the case of condensing boilers. 

 
 

The phenomenon presented in the images above is generated by: 

- The presence of various volatile particles in the burning air which have charred in the flame 

and have generated small solid residues; 

- The presence of solid particles in the fuel gas; 

The operation cycle of the heat exchanger involves repeated passings from humid state 

(condensation) to dry state (heat exchange without condensation). 

Part of these residual particles are eliminated through the burnt gases exhaust system while 

some remain attached to the pipes of the heat exchanger, depending on their humidity.   

The following actions must be taken in order to avoid this: 

In the installation stage: Make sure that the air admission for the GAS BOILER is positioned in an 

area with fresh and pure air, with no sources of dust or other impurity agents presents. 

Annual revisions: Perform annual revisions during which you vacuum the inner surface of the 

heat exchanger.  

TECHNICAL NOTES: 
ADJUSTING THE OPERATING MODE OF THE CIRCULATING PUMP 
- after filling and air venting the GAS BOILER, by short pressing the key ( ) of the pump you 

can visualize the set operating mode;  

 - to select another operating mode press key ( ) for 10 seconds, after  

  which short press pump key ( ) and select the desired mode); 

 - saving the operating mode is done automatically 

after releasing key ( ), the last mode will be saved.  

 

UMP3 Flex AS
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LED 1
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LED 3 
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LED 5
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. .
(*) operating mode set in the factory.  
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TECHNICAL NOTES: 
ADJUSTING MIN/MAX GAS VALVE PRESSURE FOR ATMOSPHERIC GAS BOILERS 
 

 
 

TECHNICAL NOTES: 
ADJUSTING MIN/MAX GAS VALVE PRESSURE FOR CONDENSING GAS BOILERS 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Legend  
1 – feedback socket 

2 – gas inlet pressure socket 

3 – gas outlet pressure socket  

4 – modulation coil infeed  

B – MAXIMUM ADJUSTMENT SCREW 

A – MINIMUM ADJUSTMENT SCREW  

Legend  
1 – additional socket to measure outlet 

pressure   

2 - gas outlet pressure socket 

3 - gas inlet pressure socket 

A –maximum pressure adjustment screw   

B - minimum pressure adjustment screw. IS 
FACTORY SEALED. DO NOT ADJUST! 
 
The setting for maximum load operation is 
set from the factory! 
The maximum setting can be adjusted 
according to need, from screw A (follow the 
values indicated for CO2 in the summary 
table - page 14.) 
 
The setting for the minimum operation is set 
from the factory and is sealed! 
Unjustified adjustment of the gas valve for 
minimum operation and destruction of the 
seal leads to the loss of the warranty! 
 

FACTORY 
SEAL 
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PARAMETER TABLE FOR ELECTRONIC BOARD CMC1X-07 
FOR CONDENSING GAS BOILERS 

Index Scale
(*)

 
MIN MAX U.M

(**) Description 

SP:00 

 
x1 

 
0 

 
1 

 
- 

External temperature sensor: 

0 = absent;1 = present 

SP:01 

 
x1 

 
0 

 
1 

 
- 

Type of heating installation: 

0 = with radiators;1 = in the floor 

SP:02 
 

x1 
 

0 
 

1 
 
- 

Type of installation: 

0 = instant;1 = external boiler 

SP:03 
 

X1 
 

0 
 

1 
 
- 

Type of used fuel 

0 = natural gas;1 = GPL 

SP:04 

 

 
x1 

 

 
0 

 

 
1 

 

 
- 

Number of temperature sensors on the 

external boiler 0 = no sensors; in this case 

there is another device that activates the 

boiler pump; temperature is  70 °C (set 

value). 

1 = one temperature sensor is connected 

SP:05 x1 1 33 - 
External temperature sensor: set the 

desired climate compensation curve. 

SP:06 - - - - RESERVED 

SP:07 - - - - RESERVED 

SP:08 x100 14 65 RPM 
Maximum ventilator speed, operation on 

water circuit 

SP:09 
 

x100 

 

14 

 

65 

 

RPM 

Maximum ventilator speed, operation on 

thermal circuit 

SP:10 x100 14 65 RPM 
Minimum ventilator speed, operation on 

water and thermal circuit 

SP:11 x100 12 65 RPM 
Ventilator speed at start-up (pre-

ventilation) 

SP:12 x1 5 60 sec Pre-ventilation time 

SP:13 x100 14 65 RPM Ventilator speed at ignition 

SP:14 x100 12 65 RPM Ventilator speed at post-ventilation 

SP:15 X1 5 60 Sec Post-ventilation time 

SP:16 x1 5 120 Sec Post-circulation pump time 

SP:17 
 

x1 
 

0 
 

30 
 
Min 

Post-circulation time of the pump (after 

a burning cycle – water circuit) 

SP:18 
 

x1 
 

0 
 

15 
 
Min 

Post-circulation time of the pump (after 

a burning cycle – thermal circuit) 

SP:19 
 

x1 
 

5 
 

60 
 

°C 

Maximum temperature difference 

between the values read by the thermal 

input and output sensor 
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Index Scale(*) MIN MAX U.M(**) Description 

SP:20 
 

x1 
 

2 
 

15 
 

°C 

Maximum temperature difference 

between the values read sensor 1 and 

sensor 2 on the boiler 

SP:21 
 

x1 

 

0 

 

7 

 

°C 

Temperature difference over the set 

value (read by the sensor on the boiler) 

to which operation on water circuit is 

activated with the external boiler type 

SP:22 
 

x1 

 

1 

 

7 

 

°C 

Temperature difference over the set 

value (read by the sensor on the boiler) 

to which operation on water circuit is 

deactivated with the external boiler 

SP:23 
 

x1 

 

0 

 

2 

 

NA 

Power generated by the application: 

0=normal 1 = minimum power 2 = 

maximum power 

CO:00 
 
- 

 
- 

 
- 

 
- 

SAVE command - J5(MENU/OK) service 

parameters will be saved 

CO:01 
 
- 

 
- 

 
- 

 
- 

CLEAR command - J5(MENU/OK) error 

counters will be reset 

EI:00 x10 - - RPM Current ventilator speed 

EI:01 - - - - RESERVED 

EI:02 ÷100 - - mV Ionizing voltage (350 = 3.5V) 

SI:00 ÷10 - - Bar Pressure in the installation (30 = 3 bar) 

SI:01 ÷10 - - l/min Flow on the water circuit ( 100 = 10 

l/min) 
SI:02 ÷10 - - °C Temperature on the water circuit (470 = 

47 °C) 
SI:03 ÷10 - - °C 

Temperature on the thermal input 

(720=72°C) 

SI:04 ÷10 - - °C Temperature on the thermal output 

SI:05 ÷10 - - °C Temperature of burning gases 

SI:06 ÷10 - - °C Temperature read by the external sensor 

SI:07 ÷10 - - °C 
Temperature read by sensor 1 on the 

extern boiler 

SI:08 ÷10 - - °C 
Temperature read by sensor 2 on the 

extern boiler 

HP:00  

x3 

 

- 

 

- 
hours 

Number of operating hours of the 

electronic unit (hours under voltage) 

HP:01 x1 - - hours Number of ventilator operating hours 

HP:02 x1 - - hours Number of operating hours on water 

circuit 

HP:03 x1 - - hours 
Number of operating hours on thermal 

circuit 
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Index Scale(*) MIN MAX U.M(**) Description 

HP:04 x1 - - hours 
Number of hours with the burner on 

(water and thermal circuit) 

HP:05 x1 - - hours Number of pump operating hours 

HP:06 x10 - - NA Number of ignitions (96=960) 

HP:07 x1 - - NA Number of anti-freezing cycles 

HP:08 - - - - RESERVED 

EC:00     Displays the number of errors in E0X 

range 
EC:01     Displays the number of errors in E1X 

range 
EC:02     Displays the number of errors in E2X 

range 
EC:03     Displays the number of errors in E3X 

range 
EC:04     Displays the number of errors in E4X 

range 
EC:05     Displays the number of errors in E5X 

range (*) [Displayed value] * [Scale] = [real value] 

 (**) Measuring unit for [real value] 
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PARAMETER TABLE FOR ELECTRONIC BOARD CMC1X-07 
FOR NON-CONDENSING GAS BOILERS 

 
Index Scale

(*)
 

 
MIN 

 
MAX U.M

(**) 
 

Description 

SP:00 

 

x1 
 

0 1 
 

- 
External temperature sensor: 

0 = absent;1 = present 

SP:01 

 

x1 
 

0 
 

1 
 

- 
Type of heating installation: 

0 = with radiators;1 = in the floor 

SP:02 
 

x1 
 

0 
 

1 
 

- 
Type of installation on water circuit: 

0 = instant; 1 = external boiler 

SP:03 

 

x1 
 

0 
 

1 
 

- 
Type of used fuel 

0 = natural gas;1 = GPL 

SP:04 
 

x1 
 

0 
 

1 
 

- 
Number of temperature sensors on the 

external boiler 

SP:05 x1 1 33 - 
External temperature sensor: set the desired 

climate compensation curve. 

SP:06 x1 0 99 % 
Maximum percentage flow (for non-

condensation operations with variable speed 

SP:07 x1 0 99 % 
Minimum percentage flow (for non-

condensation operations with variable speed 

ventilator) 

SP:08 

 
x100 

 
11 

 
43 

 
mV 

Feed-back voltage on the gas valve 

modulation coil for maximum power in water 

circuit mode (43 = 4.3V) 

SP:09 

 
x100 

 
11 

 
43 

 
mV 

Feed-back voltage on the gas valve 

modulation coil for maximum power in 

thermal circuit mode (43 = 4.3V) 

SP:10 

 
x100 

 
11 

 
43 

 
mV 

Feed-back voltage on the gas valve 

modulation coil for minimum power in 

thermal/ water circuit mode (11 = 1.1V) 

SP:11 x100 12 65 RPM 
Ventilator speed at start-up (pre-ventilation) 

(for non-condensation operations with 

variable speed ventilator) 

SP:12 x1 5 60 sec Pre-ventilation time 

SP:13 
 

x100 
 

11 
 

43 
 

mV 
Feed-back voltage on the gas valve modulation 

coil on ignition (27 = 2.7V) 

SP:14 
 

- 
 

- 
 

- 
 

- 
RESERVED (for non-condensation operations 

with variable speed ventilator) 

SP:15 
 

x1 
 

5 
 

60 
 

sec Post-ventilation time 

SP:16 
 

x1 
 

5 
 

90 
 

sec 
Post-circulation pump time (after a burning 

cycle – water/ thermal) 
SP:17 x1 0 30 min Post-circulation boiler pump time 

SP:18 x1 1 15 min Post-circulation central pump time after a 

thermal request 
SP:19 - - - - RESERVED 
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Index Scale

(*)
 

 
MIN 

 
MAX U.M

(**) 
 

Description 

SP:20 - - - - RESERVED 

 
SP:21 

 
x1 

 
0 

 
7 

 
°C 

Temperature difference under the set value 

(read by the sensor on the boiler) to which 

operation on water circuit is activated with 

the external boiler type 

 
SP:22 

 
x1 

 
1 

 
7 

 
°C 

Temperature difference over the set value 

(read by the sensor on the boiler) to which 

operation on water circuit is de-activated with 

the external boiler type 

 
SP:23 

 
x1 

 
0 

 
2 

 
NA 

Power generated by the application: 
0=normal 1 = minimum power 2 = maximum 

power 

CO:00 - - - - SAVE command – by pressing J3 or J4 

EI:00 - - - - RESERVED 

 

EI:01 
 

x10 
 

- 
 

- 
 

mV 
Feed-back voltage on the gas valve 

modulation coil (430 = 4.3V) 

 

EI:02 
 

x10 
 

- 
 

- 
 

mV 
Voltage corresponding to the ionizing current (283 

= 2.83V) 

SI:00 ÷10 - - Bar Pressure in the installation (30 = 3 bar) 

SI:01 ÷10 - - l/min Flow of water circuit ( 93 = 9.3 l/min) 

SI:02 ÷10 - - °C Temperature on water circuit (475 = 47.5 °C) 

SI:03 ÷10 - - °C Temperature inlet thermal circuit (728=72.8°C) 

SI:04     RESERVED 

SI:05     RESERVED 

 

SI:06 
 

÷10 
 

- 
 

- 
 

°C 
Temperature read by the external sensor 

(107=10.7°C) 

 

SI:07 
 

÷10 
 

- 
 

- 
 

°C 
Sensor temperature on the external boiler (475 = 

47.5 °C) 

SI:08     RESERVED 

(*) [Displayed value] * [Scale] = [real value] 

 (**) Measuring unit for [real value] 
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PARAMETER TABLE  
(FACTORY SETTINGS) 

Parametru 

MODEL CENTRALA TERMICA 

M
K

D
EN

S 
G

A
M

A
 

C
3

8
* 

SI
G

M
A

  
K

D
EN

S 
C

3
3

* 

G
R

EE
N

 
G

A
M

A
 

C
3

4
* 

M
A

X
  

O
P

TI
M

U
S 

C
1

7
* 

O
P

TI
M

U
S 

C
1

5
* 

K
P

LU
S 

C
2

2
* 

SI
G

M
A

 
C

3
2

* 

M
A

X
  

O
P

TI
M

U
S 

C
3

2
* 

K
P

LU
S 

C
3

2
* 

25 29 35 24 24 28 31 24 23 
24B 
(TF) 

24C 
(TN) 

31B 
(TF) 

31C 
(TN) 

31B 
(TF) 

24B 
(TF) 

SP:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

SP:01 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

SP:02 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

SP:03 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

SP:04 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

SP:05 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

SP:06 0 0 0 0 95 96 75 50 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

SP:07 0 0 0 0 15 14 25 15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

SP:08 60 61 64 53 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 

SP:09 50 51 56 53 30 30 35 35 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 

SP:10 14 14 15 16 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 

SP:11 30 30 30 35 - - 17 17 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

SP:12 6 6 6 5 7 7 7 7 5 5 - 6 - 6 5 

SP:13 28 28 28 30 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 

SP:14 40 40 40 45 
10

0 

10

0 
100 

10

0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

SP:15 25 25 25 25 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 

SP:16 35 35 35 35 30 30 20 30 20 20 20 30 20 30 20 

SP:17 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 

SP:18 3 3 3 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

SP:19 50 50 50 50 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

SP:20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

SP:21 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

SP:22 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 

SP:23 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

CO2  
MIN op. 
CH (%) 

Lambda Λ= 1.5 
8-8.4 (G20) 
8-8.4 (G31)* 

- 

CO2  
MAX op. 
CH (%) 

Lambda Λ= 1.3-1.4 
8.6-9 (G20) 

8.8-9.2 (G31)* 
- 

Min. 
mechanic 
gas valve 
(mbar) 

- 1- 2 

Max. 
mechanic 
gas valve 
(mbar) 

 

1
0
-1

0
.5

 

1
1
-1

1
.5

 

1
1
-1

1
.5

 

1
0
-1

0
.5

 

1
0
-1

0
.5

 

1
0
-1

0
.5

 

1
0
-1

0
.5

 

1
1
-1

1
.5

 

1
1
-1

1
.5

 

1
1
-1

1
.5

 

1
0
-1

0
.5
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LMC1112 CONTROL PANEL  
FOR: SIGMAKDENS, MAXOPTIMUS, OPTIMUS, KPLUS, SIGMA 

 
Key Icon  Description: 

J1 CH + 
Used to increment the temperature set on the thermal circuit or to 

navigate the installation sub-menu 

J2 CH - 
Used to decrement the temperature set on the thermal circuit or to 

navigate the installation sub-menu 

J3 DHW + 
Used to increment the temperature set on the water circuit or the 

value of the current parameter in the installation sub-menu 

J4 DHW - 
Used to decrement the temperature set on the water circuit or the 

value of the current parameter in the installation sub-menu 

J5 POWER Used to turn on/ off the GAS BOILERS 

J6 RESET 
Used to reset the command and control electronic board from 

an error  

J7 
 

Used to change the operating mode summer/ winter 

J8 LIGHT Used to activate/ de-activate screen light  

 

Symbol  Icon Description: 

S1  
Shows temperature (°C), set value, parameter values, informative 

values, various messages („On”, “SP”, “Co”, “EI”, “SI”, etc.) 

S2  Displays informative values, parameter values, pressure  

S3  
Shows GAS BOILERS state  (OFF) = active symbol, (ON) = inactive 

symbol 

S4  Shows the presence of flame 

S5  Shows if the set operating mode is SUMMER (active symbol) 

S6  Shows if the set operating mode is WINTER (active symbol) 

S7  

If the symbol is displayed continuously, it means the GAS BOILERS is 

operating on thermal circuit. The symbol flashes when the temperature 

on the thermal circuit is set.  

S8 
 

If the symbol is displayed continuously, it means the GAS BOILERS is 

operating on water circuit. The symbol flashes when the temperature 

on the water circuit is set. 

S9  
Shows the fact that symbol S2 displays the value of the pressure in the 

installation (active symbol)  

S10 
 

Shows the fact that there was an unsaved change in the parameters in 

the EEPROM memory (it flashes) 

The service sub-menu can be accessed by pressing and holding key J7( ) (fig. 6.1) followed 

by pressing keys J1(CH+) or J2(CH-) both in the operating mode and from an error state:  

 

The display of the service sub-menu is divided into two parts:  
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- Navigation. Parameters are displayed in a list. Going from one parameter to the other is done 

by means of keys J1 or J2. Meanwhile, symbol S1 displays the category of the current parameter, 

and symbol S2 displays the index of the current parameter (the index always starts with 0). 

- Display parameter. It displays the value of the selected parameter. If an index requires more 

than two digits, the digits making up symbol S1 will also be used to display this value.   

During navigation, by means of keys J3(DHW+) or J4(DHW-) you can access the displayed 

parameter and implicitly, the value of this parameter is displayed. To go back to the navigation 

menu, use one of the keys J1(CH+) or J2(CH-) and the display will show the current selected 

parameter (SP- service parameter, Co – command buffer – contains one command "SAVE", EI – 

informative elements buffer, SI – sensor information buffer). 

The only parameters which can be modified in the service sub-menu are parameters “SP”. 

Modifying the value of a parameter can be done by means of keys J3(DHW+) and J4(DHW-) when 

the parameter is displayed. 

Saving service parameters is allowed by pressing keys J1(CH+) or J2(CH-) until parameter Co is 

reached. By means of keys J3(DHW+) or J4(DHW-) you can save parameters. Displaying Co 

parameter with “00” confirms saving parameters.  

To leave the service sub-menu press RESET key. Leaving the service sub-menu can be done 

automatically if for 240 seconds no key is pressed.    

 
When the boiler is switched on, the welcome message "- -" will be displayed, followed 

immediately by the error E88 ( ). 

 

This indicates the need to perform the boiler commissioning with one of the service companies 

authorized and approved by us KOBER SRL. 

 

To perform cold pressure tests, by the installer, the pressure it is available on boiler display 

(interface). 

 

To remove the error E88, authorized and approved by KOBER SRL personnel, must: 

- break the MANUFACTURER SEAL from the boiler (self-destructing label on the left side / 

central cover). In order to grant the guarantee, this operation is only allowed to the personnel 

authorized and approved by us KOBER SRL. 

- Removal of the electrical strap connected to the wires of the external sensor (black cables). 
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LMC1X CONTROL PANEL  
FOR: MKDENS 25, MKDENS 36 

 
Key Icon  Description: 

J1 P- Used to navigate in the menu: it will select the previous parameter  

J2 P+ Used to navigate in the menu: it will select the next parameter 

J3 + Used to increment the value of the active parameter (selected) 

J4 - Used to decrement the value of the active parameter (selected) 

J5 MENU/OK Used to enter the menu  

J6 POWER Used to turn on/ off the GAS BOILERS  

J7  Used to change the operation mode winter/ summer  

J8 
RESET Used to reset the command and control electronic board from an error 

state  

J10 ibar Used to check (display) the pressure in the installation  

J11 Light Used to activate/ de-activate low display light  

 

 

SYMBOL Icon Description: 

S1 
 Shows temperature (°C), parameter values, settings, information, 

pressure, other texts („On”, „OFF”, „HELLO” etc.) 

S2 
 Displays: informative values, parameter values, parameter index, error 

counter index  

S4  Displays flame modulation  

S5  Shows GAS BOILERS state (OFF) = active symbol, (ON) = inactive symbol 

S6  Shows the presence of flame 

S7  Shows if the set operating mode is SUMMER (active symbol) 

S8  Shows if the set operating mode is WINTER (active symbol) 

S9  Shows the GAS BOILERS operating in thermal circuit mode  

S10 
 

Shows the GAS BOILERS operating in water circuit mode 

S11 
 

Service sub-menu 

S12 
 

Shows the state of ”Comfort” state: active/inactive 
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S14  
Shows the state of serial communication (RS232 with the computer): 

active/inactive 

S15  Shows the state of ”Economic” function: active/inactive 

S16 
 

Shows the activation of Antifreeze function (anti-freeze) 

S18  Shows too low pressure in the thermal installation (under 1,0 bar) 

The service sub-menu can be accessed in the user’s menu by pressing the combination of 

keys J7( ) and J5(MENU/OK) (key J7 must be pressed when key J5 is pressed), while 

symbol S11(  ) flashes. 

The service sub-menu is displayed as a list of parameter and Going from one parameter to the 

other is done by means of keys "P+" and "P-". The only values that can be modified in this list are 

those of the GAS BOILERS operating parameters, shown by displaying the text "SP:dd" on symbol 

S2. "SP" signifies that it is a service parameter and "dd" represents the index of the current 

parameter. Modifying the value of parameter "SP" is done by pressing keys "+" or "–". 

After the modification of a service parameter, symbol S11(  )  flashes, which means that the 

parameter needs to be saved.  

Saving service parameters is allowed by pressing key MENU/OK, when the current parameter in 

the service sub-menu is positioned in the command buffer - Co 00 is displayed on the symbol 

S2, and SAUE on the symbol S1 SAVE command is selected. By pressing MENU/OK when the 

SAVE command is selected, the service parameter is modified in the Eeprom memory. 

To leave the service sub-menu press J8(RESET) key, regardless of the current displayed 

parameter.  

 
When the boiler is switched on, the welcome message "- -" will be displayed, followed 

immediately by the error E88 ( ). 

 

This indicates the need to perform the boiler commissioning with one of the service companies 

authorized and approved by us KOBER SRL. 

 

To perform cold pressure tests, by the installer, the pressure it is available on boiler display 

(interface), and on the analog pressure gauge. 

 

To remove the error E88, authorized and approved by KOBER SRL personnel, must: 

- break the MANUFACTURER SEAL from the boiler (self-destructing label on the left side / 

central cover). In order to grant the guarantee, this operation is only allowed to the personnel 

authorized and approved by us KOBER SRL. 

- Removal of the electrical strap connected to the wires of the external sensor (black cables). 
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LMC1112-15 CONTROL PANEL  
FOR: GREEN, MKDENS25 P 

Key Icon  Description: 

J1 CH + 
Used to increment the temperature set on the thermal circuit or to 

navigate the installation sub-menu 

J2 CH - 
Used to decrement the temperature set on the thermal circuit or to 

navigate the installation sub-menu 

J3 DHW + 
Used to increment the temperature set on the water circuit or the 

value of the current parameter in the installation sub-menu 

J4 DHW - 
Used to decrement the temperature set on the water circuit or the 

value of the current parameter in the installation sub-menu 

J5 POWER Used to turn on/ off the GAS BOILERS 

J6 RESET 
Used to reset the command and control electronic board from 

an error  

J7 
 

Used to change the operating mode summer/ winter 

J8 LIGHT Used to activate/ de-activate screen light  

 

Symbol  Icon Description: 

S1  
Shows temperature (°C), set value, parameter values, informative 

values, various messages („On”, “SP”, “Co”, “EI”, “SI”, etc.) 

S2  Displays informative values, parameter values, pressure  

S3  
Shows GAS BOILERS state  (OFF) = active symbol, (ON) = inactive 

symbol 

S4  Shows the presence of flame 

S5  Shows if the set operating mode is SUMMER (active symbol) 

S6  Shows if the set operating mode is WINTER (active symbol) 

 

 

GREEN 24, GREEN 28 MKDENS 25 - Hidrobloc compozit 
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Symbol  Icon Description: 

S7  

If the symbol is displayed continuously, it means the GAS BOILERS is 

operating on thermal circuit. The symbol flashes when the temperature 

on the thermal circuit is set.  

S8 
 

If the symbol is displayed continuously, it means the GAS BOILERS is 

operating on water circuit. The symbol flashes when the temperature 

on the water circuit is set. 

S9  
Shows the fact that symbol S2 displays the value of the pressure in the 

installation (active symbol)  

S10 
 

Shows the fact that there was an unsaved change in the parameters in 

the EEPROM memory (it flashes) 

The service sub-menu can be accessed by pressing and holding key J7( ) (fig. 6.1) followed 

by pressing keys J1(CH+) or J2(CH-) both in the operating mode and from an error state:  

The display of the service sub-menu is divided into two parts:  

- Navigation. Parameters are displayed in a list. Going from one parameter to the other is done 

by means of keys J1 or J2. Meanwhile, symbol S1 displays the category of the current parameter, 

and symbol S2 displays the index of the current parameter (the index always starts with 0). 

- Display parameter. It displays the value of the selected parameter. If an index requires more 

than two digits, the digits making up symbol S1 will also be used to display this value.   

During navigation, by means of keys J3(DHW+) or J4(DHW-) you can access the displayed 

parameter and implicitly, the value of this parameter is displayed. To go back to the navigation 

menu, use one of the keys J1(CH+) or J2(CH-) and the display will show the current selected 

parameter (SP- service parameter, Co – command buffer – contains one command "SAVE", EI – 

informative elements buffer, SI – sensor information buffer). 

The only parameters which can be modified in the service sub-menu are parameters “SP”. 

Modifying the value of a parameter can be done by means of keys J3(DHW+) and J4(DHW-) when 

the parameter is displayed. 

Saving service parameters is allowed by pressing keys J1(CH+) or J2(CH-) until parameter Co is 

reached. By means of keys J3(DHW+) or J4(DHW-) you can save parameters. Displaying Co 

parameter with “00” confirms saving parameters.  

To leave the service sub-menu press RESET key. Leaving the service sub-menu can be done 

automatically if for 240 seconds no key is pressed.    

When the boiler is switched on, the welcome message "- -" will be displayed, followed 

immediately by the error E88 ( ). 

 

This indicates the need to perform the boiler commissioning with one of the service companies 

authorized and approved by us KOBER SRL. 

 

To perform cold pressure tests, by the installer, the pressure it is available on boiler display 

(interface). 

 

To remove the error E88, authorized and approved by KOBER SRL personnel, must: 

- break the MANUFACTURER SEAL from the boiler (self-destructing label on the left side / 

central cover). In order to grant the guarantee, this operation is only allowed to the personnel 

authorized and approved by us KOBER SRL. 

- Removal of the electrical strap connected to the wires of the external sensor (black cables). 
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ADJUSTMENTS ACCORDING TO TYPE OF EVACUATION FLUE 
FOR CONDENSING GAS BOILERS 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

FOR ATMOSPHERIC GAS BOILERSS WITH VARIABLE SPEED 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

FOR ATMOSPHERIC GAS BOILERSS WITH FIXED SPEED 
COAXIAL KIT Diaphragm diameter coaxial kit 

Length COAXIAL kit SIGMA 24 SIGMA 31 KPLUS 
1m Ø46 - Ø46 

2m - - Ø48 

3m - - Ø52 

DUAL KIT Diaphragm diameter dual kit 

Lenght DUAL kit SIGMA 24 SIGMA 31 KPLUS 

1m 
 

 

Ø44 

- 

Ø44 
2m - 

3m - 

4m - 

5m - 
 

Length 
coaxial 

kit 

Ventilator speed [RPM]x100 

MKDENS 25 - C38* MKDENS 35 - C38* SIGMAKDENS 

SP:08 SP:09 SP:10 SP:11 SP:13 SP:08 SP:09 SP:10 SP:11 SP:13 SP:08 SP:09 SP:10 SP:11 SP:13 

1m 

60 50 14 30 28 64 56 15 30 28 53 53 16 35 30 2m 

3m 

Length 
dual kit 

Ventilator speed [RPM]x100 

MKDENS 25 MKDENS 36 SIGMAKDENS 

SP:08 SP:09 SP:10 SP:11 SP:13 SP:08 SP:09 SP:10 SP:11 SP:13 SP:08 SP:09 SP:10 SP:11 SP:13 

1m 

53 53 15 30 28 65 65 15 30 28 53 53 16 35 30 

2m 

3m 

4m 

5m 

Length coaxial kit 

Ventilator speed % 

MAX OPTIMUS OPTIMUS GREEN 24 GREEN 28 

SP:07 SP:06 SP:07 SP:06 SP:07 SP:06 SP:07 SP:06 

1m 
30 99 15 

50 
15 95 15 99 2m 60 

3m 75 

Length dual k i t  

Ventilator speed % 

MAX OPTIMUS OPTIMUS GREEN 24 /  GREEN 28 

SP:07 SP:06 SP:07 SP:06 MOUNTING IS NOT ALLOWED 
FOR THE DUAL KIT 

(CONFIGURATION NOT 
COVERED 

BY EC TYPE CERTIFICATE) 

1m 

25 

45 

15 

45 
2m 50 50 
3m 55 55 
4m 60 60 
5m 65 65 
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OPERATION WITH EXTERNAL TEMPERATURE SENSOR 
• Parameter SP:00=1. In this case, temperature of the thermal agent is adjusted according to 

climatic conditions outside, ensuring high comfort and saving energy. Thus, if the exterior 

temperature rises, the temperature of the thermal agent decreases corresponding to a 

“compensation curve”. For setting a “compensation curve” you must set the desired value, from 1 

to 33, for SP05 parameter in accordance with the table below.  

ATTENTION! The maximum limit the boiler will reach on heating must be set from the user 

interface! 

SP05 1 FACTORY SET 6 9 10 12 15 18 21 24 27 30 33 

T °C 

outside 

T °C CH outlet 

obtained only if CH temperature is set accordingly from user interface 

20 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 

18 40 41 42 42 42 43 44 44 45 45 46 47 

16 40 42 44 44 45 46 47 48 50 51 52 53 

14 41 44 45 46 47 49 51 53 54 56 58 60 

12 41 45 47 48 50 52 54 57 59 62 64 66 

10 41 46 49 50 52 55 58 61 64 67 70 73 

8 41 47 51 52 54 58 62 65 69 72 76 80 

6 41 48 53 54 57 61 65 69 74 78 80 80 

4 42 50 54 56 59 64 69 74 78 80 80 80 

2 42 51 56 58 62 67 72 78 80 80 80 80 

0 42 52 58 60 64 70 76 80 80 80 80 80 

-2 42 53 60 62 66 73 80 80 80 80 80 80 

-4 42 54 62 64 69 76 80 80 80 80 80 80 

-6 43 56 63 66 71 79 80 80 80 80 80 80 

-8 43 57 65 68 74 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 

-10 43 58 67 70 76 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 

-12 43 59 69 72 78 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 

-14 43 60 71 74 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 

-16 44 62 72 76 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 

-18 44 63 74 78 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 

-20 44 64 76 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 

-22 44 65 78 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 

-24 44 66 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 

-25 45 67 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 

-28 45 69 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 

-30 45 70 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 

 

For exemple (the graph below):  

- if a maximum of 70 °C is desired for CH from user interface (the red line in the graph) this can 

only be reached if SP 05 > 6, for outdoor temperatures of maximum -30 °C (SP05 = 6 column in 

the table). 
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ERROR DESCRIPTION AND ERROR CORRECTION 
 

The possible system errors are indicated by the following codes that appear on the display. 

The significance of the error signals is explained in the next table. 

Note: 
- I – informative errors: these errors do not stop the boiler operation and are only displayed;  

- N – normal errors: these errors stop burning requests; 

- C – critical errors: these errors immediately stop all execution elements and the system gets 

blocked;  

- Errors depending exclusively on the domestic water circuit (E36-E38, E46-E48) are 

considered informative if the boiler operates on CH circuit or normal if they operate on DHW  

circuit. 
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Code Class 
Non-

volatile 
Significance Resetting method 

E01 C YES 

-the quality of the electricity supply is not within 

the parameters; 

-the connection between the electronic board 

and the power outlet is not correct, generating 

imperfect contacts. 

AUTO-RESETTABLE 

with the 

disappearance of 

the cause  

E02 C NO 

-condition of failure of the electronic plate due to 

electromagnetic interference on the external 

electrical system of supplying the boiler. On the 

same electrical circuit with the boiler there are 

consumers generating such interference: 

washing machine, air conditioning or other 

household appliances. 

-condition of electronic plate failure due to 

excessive humidity inside the electronic box (the 

environmental conditions for the installation of 

the boiler are not respected). 

AUTO-RESETTABLE 

with the 

disappearance of 

the cause  

E04 C NO 

-cable interruption between the electronic board 

and the display; 

-lock the keys on the display (manually or 

mechanically locked keys under the display foil). 

Any key if pressed for more than 17 seconds will 

display error E04. 

AUTO-RESETTABLE 

with the 

disappearance of 

the cause  

E06 C NO 
- frequent BCU reset. In 3 hours more than 75 

auto-resets, due to the fact that the electricity 

supply is not in parameters. 

Manually resettable 

by pressing RESET 

key 

E07 N NO 
-alteration of the EEPROM parameters 

manufacturer and / or installer, due to 

inadvertent communication between processors. 

Manually resettable 

by pressing RESET 

key 

E08 C YES 

-alteration of the EEPROM installer parameters as 

a result of an incorrect connection on the 

230Vac power supply circuit between the 

electronic board and the power socket or other 

field element, supplied to 230Vac, inside the 

boiler. 

Manually resettable 

by pressing RESET 

key 

E10 N NO 

-the water pressure in CH circuit is less than 0.8 

bar (due to specific causes of the heating 

installation); 

-the water pressure in CH circuit is greater than 

3.5 bar (due to specific causes of the heating 

installation); 

-pressure sensor power cable have imperfect 

contact or is interrupted; 

-wrong pressure signal (sensor decalibration). 

AUTO-RESETTABLE 

with the 

disappearance of 

the cause  

E11 N YES 
-fast rise of the outlet water temperature (CH 

flow). 

AUTO-RESETTABLE 

with the 

disappearance of 

the cause  

E13 N NO 

-difference of temperature on CH outlet/inlet too 

high, caused by: air in the installation; CH flow 

too low; low pressure in the installation; sensor 

temperature defective. 

AUTO-RESETTABLE 

with the 

disappearance of 

the cause 

E15 N YES 
No water flow signal when boiler pump is 

activated 

Manually resettable 

by pressing RESET 

key 
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Code Class 
Non-

volatile 
Significance Resetting method 

E20 C YES 

Lack of flame (ignition failed after 3 ignition 

attempts), caused by: 

- problems on the gas supply network: lack of 

gas; low pressure gas in the network; gas meter / 

network regulators defective; the presence of 

condensation (water) in the flue gas; 

- problems with the elements in the internal 

combustion circuit of the boiler: connections / 

electrodes / ignition transformer / plate; 

-specific to condensing boilers: problems on the 

condensate evacuation circuit. 

Manually resettable 

by pressing RESET 

key 

E22 C YES 
Malfunctioning in flame detection phase, invalid 

ionization current signal. 

Manually resettable 

by pressing RESET 

key 

E23 C YES 
Malfunctioning in flame detection phase, the 

existence of ionization current outside the 

combustion cycle. 

Manually resettable 

by pressing RESET 

key 

E25 C YES 

-variations in the supply voltage / interruptions / 

gaps / frequency variations greater / smaller 

than the standard ones can lead, depending on 

the state in which the boiler is located, to 

permanent blocking in error E25 (specific fuse in 

short circuit, it can't be replaced in filed). 

Manually resettable 

by pressing RESET 

key 

E26 C YES 

-problems with exhaust gases: incorrectly 

mounted kit; with incorrect length or slope; 

-interrupted air pressure switch; 

-activation of over-temperature thermostat due 

to a overtemperature state; 

- faulty over-temperature thermostat. 

Manually resettable 

by pressing RESET 

key 

E27 C YES -malfunctioning of the gas valve modulation coil  

Manually resettable 

by pressing RESET 

key 

E30 N YES 

-over temperature on burnt gases circuit due to 

incorrect heat exchange. Heat exchanger can 

be demaged. 

-malfunctioning of burnt gases sensor 

Manually resettable 

by pressing RESET 

key 

E31 N NO Malfunctioning of CH outlet sensor 

Manually resettable 

by pressing RESET 

key, with the 

disappearance of 

the cause  

E32 I NO Malfunctioning of CH return sensor 

Manually resettable 

by pressing RESET 

key, with the 

disappearance of 

the cause  

E35 I NO 

Malfunctioning of external temperature sensor. 

Any ACM / CH request can be fulfilled, but error 

E35 is displayed intermittently until the fault is 

repaired. 

Manually resettable 

by pressing RESET 

key, with the 

disappearance of 

the cause  

E36 N, I NO 
-malfunctioning of DHW circuit temperature 

sensor. No DHW request can be fulfilled until the 

fault is repaired. 

Manually resettable 

by pressing RESET 

key, with the 

disappearance of 

the cause  
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Code Class 
Non-

volatile 
Significance Resetting method 

E37 N, I NO 
-malfunctioning boiler temperature 

sensor 1  

Manually resettable by pressing 

RESET key, with the 

disappearance of the cause  

E38 N, I NO 

-malfunctioning boiler temperature 

sensor 2; 

-for GREEN boilers: C34GV24 and 

C34GV28, the temperature indicated 

by the burner sensor situated inside 

the combustion chamber indicates an  

incorrect combustion, or wrong 

electrical cable continuity. 

Manually resettable by pressing 

RESET key, with the 

disappearance of the cause  

E40 N YES 
-temperature of burning gases is too 

high (only condensation GAS BOILERS), 

over 95°C.  

Manually resettable by pressing 

RESET key, with the 

disappearance of the cause  

E41 N NO 
-temperature on CH circuit inlet is too 

high or too low (over 90°C / under -

10°C). 

Manually resettable by pressing 

RESET key, with the 

disappearance of the cause  

E42 I NO 
-temperature on CH circuit outlet is too 

high or too low(over 90°C / under -

10°C). 

Manually resettable by pressing 

RESET key, with the 

disappearance of the cause  

E45 I NO 

-external temperature too high. Any 

DHW / CH request can be fulfilled, but 

error E45 is displayed intermittently until 

the fault is repaired. 

Manually resettable by pressing 

RESET key, with the 

disappearance of the cause  

E46 N, I NO 
-temperature on DHW circuit is too 

high/ low (over 82°C / under -10°C). 

Manually resettable by pressing 

RESET key, with the 

disappearance of the cause  

E47 N, I NO 
-temperature shown by boiler sensor 1 

is too high/ low (over 82°C / under -

10°C). 

Manually resettable by pressing 

RESET key, with the 

disappearance of the cause  

E48 N, I NO 

-temperature shown by boiler sensor 2 

is too high/ low; 

-for GREEN boilers: C34GV24 and 

C34GV28, when operating on DHW, 

the temperature indicated by the 

burner sensor is too high / low (over 

170 ° C / below -10 ° C at 24kW 

respectively 180 ° C / below -10 ° C at 

31kW). 

Manually resettable by pressing 

RESET key, with the 

disappearance of the cause 

E50 N YES 

- problems with voltage supply of the 

fan; 

-fan problems. 

-at GREEN C34GV24 / C34GV28, when 

operating on CH, the temperature 

indicated by the burner sensor is too 

high / low (over 170 ° C / below -10 ° C 

at 24kW respectively 180 ° C / below -

10 ° C at 31kW). 

Manually resettable by pressing 

RESET key 

E51 N YES 
-problems on ventilator command/ on 

Hall sensor state 

Manually resettable by pressing 

RESET key 

E52 N YES 
-inappropriate speed ventilator 

operation 

Manually resettable by pressing 

RESET key 

E88 N YES 
-programed error to prevent the 

unauthorised commissioning of the 

boiler.  

- 
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* Error E01 (resettable error with the disappearance of the cause) 

- the quality of the electricity supply is not within the parameters; 

-The connection between the electronic board and the power outlet is not correct, 

generating imperfect contacts. 

NOTE: If in more than 3 hours there are more than 75 auto-resets (due to the fact that the 

power supply is not in parameters), the boiler will enter error E06 which requires manual reset. 

 
 

How to depanate Error E01: 
- check if the GAS BOILERS supply cable is continuous (it is recommended to perform the 

check by moving the cable on the N, L and earthing cables as well);  

- check whether the cable plug connection is done by firm contact;   

- check socket contact (if there is an extension installed between the socket and the plug, 

check the contacts of the extension as well);   

- check contacts in the supply socket; 

- check contacts in the board for the GAS BOILERS electric energy supply circuit. 

NOTE: Any imperfect contact can generate short interruptions of the electric energy supply.  

OBSERVATION: A greater number of these errors will cause the GAS BOILERS to enter error E06 

which requires manual resetting. 
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* Error E02 (auto-resettable error with the disappearance of the cause) 

- condition of failure of the electronic plate due to electromagnetic interference on the 

external electrical system of supplying the boiler. On the same electrical circuit with the boiler 

there are consumers generating such interference: washing machine, air conditioning or other 

household appliances. 

- condition of electronic plate failure due to excessive humidity inside the electronic box 

(environmental conditions for the installation of the boiler are not respected). 

NOTE: If there are more than 75 auto-resets in 3 hours (due to the fact that the power supply is 

not within parameters), the boiler will enter error E06 which requires manual reset. 

 
How to depanate Error E02: 
- it is recommended for the GAS BOILERS to have a separate electric supply, straight from the 

electric board of the location and to check the earthing connection.  

The earthing connection can be checked by means of a voltmeter between the Phase-Null 

circuits, and Phase-Earthing, respectively. The voltage values need to be equal.  

OBSERVATION: A greater number of these errors will cause the GAS BOILERS to enter error E06 

which requires manual resetting. 

NOTE: To prove to the customer that the power supply system of the boiler is deficient, it can 

be fitted at your request and on customer charge a "Galvanic insulated power supply" 

manufactured by KOBER Ltd company. 
* Error E04 (auto-resettable error with the disappearance of the cause)  

- cable interruption between the electronic board and the display; 

- lock the keys on the display (manually or mechanically locked keys under the display foil). 

Any key if pressed for more than 17 seconds will display error E04. 

ERROR

E04

The connection between

interface and board

is the electronics correct?

The user interface and the 

interface cable are functional?
Replace the user interface 

and the interface cable

NO

NO

YES
Restore the connection

YES

Replace the boiler electronical 

board
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How to depanate Error E04: 
-If the error E04 persists after releasing any pressure applied on the display buttons (manually or 

keys locked mechanically under the display sheet) and resetting the RESET key, then the 

ribbon cable and / and the display will be replaced. 

- If the situation persists then the connector on the electronic board may have a malfunction 

(imperfect contact). This cause is purely theoretical, so far no such cause has ever been 

found. 

The most common cause is due to the manual operation of the keyboard. 

 

NOTE: If there are more than 75 auto-resets in 3 hours (due to the fact that the power supply is 

not within parameters), the boiler will enter error E06 which requires manual reset. 

 

* Errors E06, E25 (manually resettable by pressing RESET key) 
Frequent (abnormal) resetting of the GAS BOILERS in the last 3 hours If in more than 3 hours 

there are more than 75 auto-resets (due to the fact that the power supply is not in 

parameters), the boiler will enter error E06 which requires manual reset. 

 
How to depanate Error E06: 
See previous points (E01, E02, E04). 
NOTE: To prove to the customer that the power supply system of the boiler is deficient, it can 

be fitted at your request and on customer charge a "Galvanic insulated power supply" 

manufactured by KOBER Ltd company. 
 
Error E25 is generated by:  
- variations of the supply voltage / interruptions / gaps / frequency variations greater / smaller 

than the standard ones allowed can lead, depending on the state in which the boiler is 

located, to its permanent blocking in error E25. 

How to depanate Error E25: 
- if error persists after manual resetting by pressing RESET key or if error appears frequently, 

replace the electronic board.  
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* Error E07 (manually resettable by pressing RESET key) 

- alteration of the EEPROM parameters manufacturer and / or installer, due to inadvertent 

communication between microprocessors. 

 
 

How to depanate Error E07: 
-  enter in service menu and check the parameters values (according to the parameter table) 

and save the implicit values.   

If error persists after performing the step above, replace the boiler electronical board.  

 

* Error E08, E22 (manually resettable by pressing RESET key) 
- alteration of the parameters EEPROM installer, due to an incorrect connection on the 

230Vac power supply circuit between the electronic board and the power outlet or other field 

element, supplied to 230Vac, from the boiler. 

 
How to depanate Error E08: 
- press RESET key. 

If the error persists after pressing the RESET key, replace the electronic board.  

 
Error E22 is generated by: 
- Malfunctioning in the flame detection phase, invalid ionizing current signal.  

How to depanate Error E22:  
- if error persists after manual resetting by pressing RESET key or if error appears frequently, 

replace the boiler electronical board. 
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* Error E10 (auto-resettable error with the disappearance of the cause) 

-the water CH pressure is less than 0.8 bar (due to specific causes of the heating installation); 

-the water CH pressure is greater than 3.5 bar (due to specific causes of the heating 

installation); 

-pressure sensor power cable with imperfect or interrupted contact; 

-wrong signal pressure (decalibrated sensor). 

ERROR

E10

The error is

signaled only when boiler operates 

on CH / DHW circuit?

The pressure sensor electrical 

connection has continuity?
Restore the pressure sensor 

electrical connection. 

The boiler CH filling tap is defect?
Replace the boiler CH filling 

tap

The CH safety pressure valve 

(3 bar) is defect?Replace the CH safety 

pressure valve

The CH water pressure is inside 

the limits?

Check on CH circuit for any 

water leaks or blockages and 

remediate if necessary

YES

NO

NO

YES

YES

NO

YES

YES

NO

NOIs due to expansion vessel? 

Remediate the problem.

The water pressure sensor is 

defect?

Replace the pressure sensor
NOYES

Replace the boiler electronical 

board

 

How to depanate Error E10: 
-the pressure on CH circuit is restored and the CH circuit is properly air vented. Recommended 

value 1.1-1.5 bar; 

- check the signal cable from the pressure sensor (continuity check); 

- check the CH filling tap; 

- check the pressure sensor: correct voltage signal response depending on pressure. Check 

that by removing the connector from the pressure sensor, on boiler display 0 bar appears. 
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* Error E11 (auto-resettable error with the disappearance of the cause) 

-rapid rise of CH outlet temperature. The boiler enters in E11 error if during the burn or 

immediately after the completion of a burning request, the difference between the outlet 

and return temperature is greater than 50 ° C and / or if the temperature increase is greater 

than 90° C within 1.5 seconds (as a result of outlet CH sensor decalibrated / return CH sensor 

decalibrated / interrupted or poor circulation on CH). 

 

How to depanate Error E11: 
- Check the continuity of the pump supply cable and, depending on the result, replace it. It is 

recommended to check continuity on all three N, L and earthing by moving it; 

- eliminate air in the installation; 

- check there are no blocks of the heating circuit (radiators, blocked filters or pipes, blocked 

one-way clack valves, blocked taps).  

- redo pressure in the installation. Recommended value 1,1-1,5 bar; 
- check the heat exchanger for blockage and, if blocked, replace it.  

* Error E13 (auto-resettable error with the disappearance of the cause) – typical for 
condensing GAS BOILERS. Error E13 (temperature difference too high between input and 
output of CH circuit) is caused by: 

- air in the installation;  

- flow too low; 

- low pressure in the installation; 

- main heat exchanger is blocked (due to impurities deposits), or the pump is blocked; 

- malfunctioning temperature sensor. 

How to depanate Error E13: 
- eliminate air from CH circuit;  

- check CH pressure. Recommended value 1,1-1,5 bar; 
- check whether the electric circuit is continuous from the electronic board to the 

temperature sensor (including the connectors crimped on the cables); check the 

temperature indicated by the temperature sensors to be correct, maybe are decalibrated; 

- check whether the pump is operational and set on maximum curve; 
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- check the main heat exchanger maybe it is clogged with impurities. 

* Error E15  (manually resettable by pressing RESET key) 
- lack of water flow signal when the boiler pump is activated 

ERROR

E15

Is the water supply 

of the boiler interrupted?

Boiler pump 

is defect?Eliminate the defect or replace 

the boiler pump

Boiler pump 

connection

is correct?NO

NO

NO

YES

YES

YESEliminate the cause of lack of 

water flow

Restore the boiler pump 

connection

Flowmeter 

connection is correct?
Restore the flowmeter 

connection

YESNO

Flowmeter is defect?

Replace the flowmeter
NOYES

Replace the boiler electronical 

board
 

How to depanate Error E15:  
- Check the continuity of the boiler pump supply cable and, depending on the result, replace 

it. It is recommended to check continuity on all three N, L and earthing by moving it; 

- Check the continuity of the flow-meter signal cable or whether the connector is misplaced. 

Depending on the result, replace the cable of flow-meter and/ or the flow-meter.  

* Error E20 (manually resettable by pressing RESET key) 
-lack of flame (ignition failed after 3 ignition attempts), caused by: 

-problems on the gas supply network: lack of gas; low pressure gas in the network; gas meter / 

network regulators defective; the presence of condensation (water) in the gas; 

-existence of water / oil / impurities in the gas; 

-the existence of rainwater in the gas valve as a result of the installation of the inlet-outlet kit in 

a deficient manner; 

-problems with the elements in the internal combustion circuit of the boiler: connections / 

electrodes / ignition transformer / plate; 

-specific to the condensates: problems on the condensate evacuation circuit. 

How to depanate Error E20:  

1. No flame on the burner: 

Flame presence is given by symbol S4 ( ) on the display.  
- check if fuel gas is present on the GAS BOILERS supply pipe (measure gas pressure on the 

inlet socket in the gas regulator on the outside of the GAS BOILERS). If missing, check whether 

the automated tap commanded by the gas detector is not off or contact the gas supplier; 

- check gas pressure on the inlet socket in the gas regulator on the outside of the GAS BOILERS 

(if missing, replace gas regulator);   
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- check gas pressure on the outlet socket of the gas valve during the ignition train. If there is no 

pressure, check continuity of the gas valve supply cables. Depending on the result, replace 

the cables and/ or the gas valve; 

- check whether there is spark between the ignition electrode and the burning ramp. If spark is 

missing, check the cables and the connectors between the electronic board and the burning 

transformer (cable continuity, connector crimped on the cable, firm connection of 

connectors in the transformer and board pins, as well as firm connection of the ignition 

electrode cable in the transformer);   

- check the position of the ignition/ ionizing electrode to the burner ramp. The distance 

between them must be 3.5-4.1 mm. 

 
If error persists, replace the parts in the following order:  

1) ignition electrode  

2) ignition transformer  

3) electronic board 

 
2. Flame appears on the burner, but it does not maintain 

Flame presence is given by symbol S4 ( )on the display. 
a) check the position of the ignition/ ionizing electrode to the burner ramp. If it does not 

correspond, replace the electrode;  

b) check continuity of the ionizing electrode cable, including the crimped connector. If it 

does not correspond, replace the electrode; 

c) Check continuity and correct instalation of the earthing cables corresponding to the 

board.  

If the result of the checks under a) and b) is correct, replace in the following order:  

1) ionizing electrode  

2) electronic board  

NB: YOU CAN OBTAIN INFORMATION REGARDING THE CORRECT DETECTION OF FLAME ALSO BY 
VISUALIZING PARAMETER EI:02. ENTER THE SERVICE MENU AND SCROLL DOWN THE PARAMETERS 
UNTIL YOU REACH PARAMETER EI:02. IN THE ABSENCE OF FLAME, THE VALUE IT DISPLAYS IS 
BETWEEN 270 AND 300. WITH FLAME DETECTION, THIS VALUE MUST DECREASE TO 0 AND STAY 0 
THROUGHOUT THE ENTIRE DURATION OF THE BURNING CYCLE. OSCILLATIONS ABOVE 0 VALUE 
SHOW AN ANOMALY ON THE IONIZING CIRCUIT (electrode, cables, connectors, board).  

3. Only for condensing bolilers: error E20 may also occur if there are problems on the 

condensate siphon: blocking the discharge of condensate to the discharge hose.  

The siphon is opened and cleaned, including the floating ball. 

 

A = 3,5 ÷ 4,1 
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ERROR

E20

Is spark generated?

Network gas pressure

and gas pressure after the gas 

valve are within permissible limits?Fix the problems on the fuel 

gas circuit

Gas valve 

connection is correct?Restore gas valve electrical 

connection

Gas valve is defect?

Replace gas valve

Is flame generated?

Electricity ground is 

properly connected to boiler?

Properly connect the 

electricity ground to boiler. 

Check the ground quality.

Ignition transformer 

connection is correct?Restore ignition transformer 

electrical connections

Ignition 

transformer is defect?Replace the ignition 

transformer

Ignition&

ionization electrode

connection is correct?

Replace boiler electronical 

board

Ignition&

ionization electrode is defect?Replace ignition&ionization 

electrode

YES

YES

YES

NO

NO

YES

NO

YES

YES

YES

NO

YES

NO

NO

NO

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

Restore ignition&ionization 

electrode electrical 

connections

There are 

impuritie deposits on the 

ignition&ionization electrode?Clean the ignition&ionization 

electrode

NOYES

The distance 

between ignition&ionization 

electrode and the burner is 

correct?

Correct the distance between 

the ignition&ionization 

electrode and the burner
NO YES
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* Error E23 (manually resettable by pressing RESET key) 

- existence of ionization current outside the combustion cycle. 

Gas valve is defect?
YES

Replace gas valve
NO

Check electrical connections 

for electrode and gas valve.  If 

connections are ok, replace 

boiler electronic board.

ERROR

E23

Ionisation 

electrode is oxidated? NOClean the oxides from the 

ionisation electrode

YES

 

How to depanate Error E23: 
- excessive electrode heating; 

- imperfect electrode contact: electric or due to oxide deposits on the electrode; 

- check electrical connections for electrode and gas valve.  If connections are ok, replace 

boiler electronic board. 

- defective gas valve; 

- if the error persists after manual reset, from the RESET key or it appears with high frequency, 

replace the electrode, and if problem is not solved replace the electronic board. 

* Error E26 (manually resettable by pressing RESET key) 
- problems with exhaust gases: incorrectly mounted kit; with incorrect length or slope; 

-interrupted air pressure switch; 

-condition of the boiler entering the super-temperature; 

- faulty over-temperature thermostat. 

Error E26 = Error E50 for previous boiler, manufactured before 2017. 
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How to depanate Error E26: 
- check the exhaust circuit to make sure that there are no obstructions (ice deposits, soot 

accumulation, other bodies that can obstruct the evacuation circuit), or that there is an 

incorrect mounting to the seals with the possibility of return of flue gases inside the boiler; 

- check that the exhaust circuit has the minimum lengths required and the correct positioning; 

- check the venturi tube not to be melted due to the lack of circulation on the exchanger 

(pump blocked; air present in the installation). If the venturi tube is melted it must be replaced. 

Note that the venturi tube is made from PPS and has the melting point to 290°C. These 

temperature is not normal for the burnt gases! Check the operation of the pump and the 

integrity of the primary heat exchanger! Because of lack of circulation on the heat exchanger 

possible demages could be present. 

-check that there is a correct circulation on the heat exchanger so that the boiler does not 

enter to over temperature: correct pump operation; correct pressure and correct air-venting 

of installation; gas valve settings and CH / DHW temperature are properly set.  

-check the continuity of the cables from the electronic board to the over-temperature 

thermostat, including the crimped connectors on the cables. Check that the over-

temperature thermostat is not interrupted. 

-check the connection of the gas valve. Check the gas valve rectifier (if any), not to be 

interrupted / short-circuited. 

 

* Error E27 (manually resettable by pressing RESET key) 
 

Error E27 is generated by: 
- problems on the gas valve supply circuit 

(malfunctioning cabling); 

- malfunctioning gas valve modulation coil. 

- malfunctioning electronic board – inconsistency 

between the gas valve command and feedback.  

How to depanate Error E27: 
- check continuity of the supply cables for the gas 

valve modulation coil. Replace cables if there is no 

continuity; e 

- measure the resistance of the gas valve coil 

(recommended interval 50-150 Ω).  

 

if it does not fall within this interval, replace gas valve.  

If error persists after manual resetting by pressing RESET 

key or if error appears frequently, replace the electronic board. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

50 - 150 Ω 
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* Error E30...38 (manually resettable by pressing RESET key) 

ERROR

E30...38

Temperature 

sensor connection is correct?

Temperature 

sensor is defect?YES

NO YESRestore temperature sensor 

connection

Replace temperature 

connection

NO

Replace boiler electronical 

board
 

 

Error E30 (condensation GAS BOILERS) is generated by: 
- short circuit or interruption on the burnt gases sensor supply circuit; 

- malfunctioning burnt gases sensor. 

How to depante Error E30: 
- check continuity of the electric circuit from the electronic board to the burnt gases sensor 

(including the connectors crimped on the cables); 

- check the condensation elimination circuit to ensure there is no blockage. 

If error persists after check and resetting by pressing RESET key, replace the burnt gases sensor.  

Obs. The sensor is installed on the gas evacuation piping by a bayonet connection.  

If error persists after all the checks mentioned above, replace electronic board.  

 

Error E31 is generated by: 
- malfunctioning on the electric circuit of the temperature sensor installed on the thermal 

circuit;  

- malfunctioning temperature sensor on the thermal circuit;  

- malfunctioning pump or malfunctioning pump cabling (no circulation).  

How to depante Error E31: 
- check continuity of the electric circuit from the electronic board to the temperature sensor 

(including the connectors crimped on the cables); 

- check whether GAS BOILERS pump is operational.  

If both checks are positive, replace the temperature sensor on the thermal circuit.  

 

Error E32 (typical for condensation GAS BOILERSs) is generated by:  
- malfunctioning on the electric circuit of the temperature sensor installed on the outlet of 

thermal circuit. 

How to depante Error E32: 
- check continuity of the electric circuit from the electronic board to the temperature sensor 

on the outlet of the thermal circuit (including the connectors crimped on the cables); 

- check whether GAS BOILERS pump is operational. 

If both checks are positive, replace the temperature sensor on the outlet of the thermal 

circuit. 
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Error E35 is generated by: 
- from mistake you activated the SP00 when entered in service menu. Please check and fix 

the SP00 value to 0 if you don't have connected an external sensor. 

- malfunctioning on the electric circuit of the exterior temperature sensor; 

- malfunctioning exterior temperature sensor. 

How to depanate Error E35: 
- check continuity of the electric circuit from the electronic board to the temperature sensor 

(including the connectors crimped on the cables). 

If the result of the check is positive, replace the exterior temperature sensor.  

 

Error E36 is generated by: 
- malfunctioning on the electric circuit of the exterior temperature sensor installed on the 

water circuit;  

- malfunctioning temperature sensor on the water circuit. 

How to depanate Error E36: 
- check continuity of the electric circuit from the electronic board to the temperature sensor 

(including the connectors crimped on the cables). 

If the result of the check is positive, replace the exterior temperature sensor on the water 

circuit. 

 

Error E37, E38 is generated by: 
- malfunctioning on the electric circuit of the temperature sensor installed on the external 

boiler; 

- malfunctioning sensor. 

How to depanate Error E37, E38: 
- check continuity of the electric circuit from the electronic board to the temperature sensor 

(including the connectors crimped on the cables). 

If the result of the check is positive, replace the exterior temperature sensor on the external 

boiler. 

 

For boilers GREEN-C34GV24 and GREEN-C34GV28 the error E38 is generated by: 
-The safety sensor installed inside the combustion chamber is defect or has continuity 

problems. 

How to depanate Error E38 for GREEN-C34GV24 and C34GV28 boilers: 

-Check for electrical continuity on burner sensor cable (including the crimp connectors on the 

cables). 

-The resistance of the burner sensor must be to 25 ° C -> R = 10K. 

-If the result of the verification indicates a defect sensor, the burner safety sensor must be  

replaced. 
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* Error E40 (manually resettable by pressing RESET key with the disappearance of the 
cause) 

ERROR

E40

There are obstructions

on the air circuit - flue gas?

Flue gas 

sensor is defective?

Flue gas sensor

electrical connectionis correct?

Clean the air - combustion 

gas circuit

The primary heat 

exchanger is clogged (inside or 

outside)?Clean the primary heat 

exchanger

Restore the flue gas sensor 

electrical connection

NO

YES

NO

NO

NO

YES

YES

YES

Replace the flue gas sensor

CH pressure sensor

electrical connection is correct?
Restore the CH pressure 

sensor electrical connection

Installation water pressure 

is within the allowed limits?NO

YES

YES

NO

CH pressure 

sensor is defect?Replace the CH pressure 

sensor

NOYES

Replace the boiler electronical 

board
 

How to depanate Error E40: 
- redo pressure in the installation. Recommended value 1,1-1,5 bar; 
- check continuity of the electric circuit from the electronic board to the over-temperature 

thermostat (including the connectors crimped on the cables); 

- check the primary heat switch so that it is not clogged, if clogged clean it, using specific 

methods.  
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* Error E41 (manually resettable by pressing RESET key with the disappearance of the 
cause) 

ERROR

E41

Temperature

water from the installation

is higher than 4 ° C?

CH temperature 

sensor is defect?

CH temperature 

sensor connection is correct?

Contact an authorized company 

for maintenance / service of 

thermal installations

There is air inside the

heating installation? The heating system must be 

correct air vented

Restore CH temperature 

sensor electrical connection

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

Replace CH temperature 

sensor

CH pressure sensor

electrical connection is correct?
Restore the CH pressure 

sensor electrical connection

Installation water pressure 

is  within the allowed limits? YES

NOYES

CH pressure 

sensor is defect? Replace the CH pressure 

sensor

YESNO

They are enough

radiators connected

at the heating installation?

- if radiators valve (faucets) 

are closed, open them

- connect radiators to the 

heating system, if necessary

Water flow

in installation is too small?NO

YES

YES

NO

Circulation pump:  

is blocked? or has an electrical 

connection  interrupted?Restore circulation pump 

electrical connection

YESNO

Circulation pump 

is defect?

Repair the defect or replace 

the pump. Take care if 

blockage is due to rust, 
magnetite or lime scale 

present inside CH installation.

NOYES

The error is

reported only at DHW 

operation? NOYES

Se inlocuieste placa 

electronica

NO

A
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How to depanate Error E41: 
- redo pressure in the installation. Recommended value 1,1-1,5 bar; 
- eliminate air in the installation; 

- check there are no blocks of the heating circuit (radiators, blocked filters or pipes, blocked 

one-way valves, blocked taps, blocked pump). 

- check if the 3-way valve (actuator) is not blocked due to limescale deposits. 

- check continuity of the electric circuit from the electronic board to the temperature sensor 

(including the connectors crimped on the cables); 

- check continuity of the pump supply cable and depending on the result, replace it. It is 

recommended to check continuity on all three N, L and earthing by moving it; 

If the result of the check is positive, replace the temperature sensor on the inlet of the thermal 

circuit.  

 

* Error E42 (manually resettable by pressing RESET key with the disappearance of the 
cause) 

 
Error E42 (typical for condensation GAS BOILERSs) is generated by: 
- low pressure in the installation;  

- cold water pipes and the outlet of the thermal circuit are cross connected;  

- temperature lower than 4 °C read by the temperature sensor installed on the thermal circuit 

outlet;  

- air in the installation; 

- malfunctioning sensor on the thermal circuit outlet; 
How to depanate Error E42: 
- redo pressure in the installation. Recommended value 1,1-1,5 bar; 
- check correct circuit connections; 
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- eliminate air in the installation; 

- check continuity of the electric circuit from the electronic board to the temperature sensor 

(including the connectors crimped on the cables);  

If the result of the check is positive, replace the temperature sensor on the outlet of the 

thermal circuit. 

* Error E45 (manually resettable by pressing RESET key with the disappearance of the 
cause) 

 
ERROR

E45

External temperature 

sensor electrical 

connection is correct?

External temperature 

sensor is defect?YES

NO YESRestore external temperature 

sensor connections

Replace external temperature 

sensor

NO

Replace boiler electronical 

board

External 

temperature at the external sensor 

location is above 50 °C ?YES NORemove the external sensor 

from sun

 

How to depanate Error E45: 
- check continuity of the electric circuit from the electronic board to the temperature sensor 

(including the connectors crimped on the cables); 

If the result of the check is positive, replace the exterior temperature sensor. 
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* Error E46 (manually resettable by pressing RESET key with the disappearance of the 
cause) 

ERROR

E46

CH water 

temperature

is higher than 4 °C?

DHW temperature 

sensor is defect?

DHW temperature 

sensor connection is correct?

Contact an authorized company 

for maintenance / service of 

thermal installations

Restore DHW temperature 

sensor connection

YES

NO

NO

YES

NO

Replace DHW temperature 

sensor

The error is

signaled only when operating 

in CH mode?

Three way 

valve is defect?Repair the defect or replace 

the three-way valve

NO

NO

YES

YES

Replace the boiler electronical 

board

Three way 

valve connection is correct?Restore three way valve 

connection

YESNO

YES

 
How to depanate Error E46: 
- check continuity of the electric circuit from the electronic board to the temperature sensor 

(including the connectors crimped on the cables). 

If the result of the check is positive, replace the temperature sensor on the water circuit. 
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* Error E47, E48 (manually resettable by pressing RESET key with the disappearance of the 
cause) 

 

Error E47, E48 correction: 
- check continuity of the electric circuit from the electronic board to the temperature sensor 

(including the connectors crimped on the cables). If the result of the check is positive, replace 

the temperature sensor installed on the boiler tank. 

- At semicondensing boilers C34GV24 / C34GV28, in DHW operation, the temperature 
indicated by the burner sensor is too high / low (over 170 ° C / below -10 ° C at 24kW 
respectively 180 ° C / below -10 ° C at 31kW). Check the causes for which the temperature in 
the combustion chamber has increased above the threshold: usually blockages on the 
exhaust flue kit; or poor thermal transfer on the exchanger. 
 

* Error E50 (manually resettable by pressing RESET key) 
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Error E50 correction: 
- check the ventilator voltage supply from the board; 

- Inspect and install in the correct way the flue kit for a correct exhaust. 

- measure resistance of ventilator coil (recommended value 35 - 70 Ω) 

- check continuity of the electric circuit from the electronic board to the ventilator (including 

the connectors crimped on the cables).  If continuity exists, ensure visually that the ventilator 

rotates. If ventilator does not rotate, replace it.  

- At semicondensing boilers C34GV24 / C34GV28, in CH operation, the temperature indicated 
by the burner sensor is too high / low (over 170 ° C / below -10 ° C at 24kW respectively 180 ° 
C / below -10 ° C at 31kW). Check the causes for which the temperature in the combustion 
chamber has increased above the threshold: usually blockages on the exhaust flue kit; or 
poor thermal transfer on the exchanger. 

* Error E52 (manually resettable error) 

 

Error E52 correction: 
- check if the settings for ventilator speed are correct (see page 13); 

- check cable continuity from the ventilator to the electronic board, including the connectors 

crimped on the cables; 

- visually check if the ventilator rotates; if not, replace it;  

- check the evacuation circuit (kit) to ensure there is no blockage;  

If error persists or it appears at various time intervals, but with high frequency, replace the 

electronic board.  

 

* Error E88 (autoresettable error when removing the cause) 
To remove the error E88, authorized and approved by KOBER SRL personnel, must: 

- break the MANUFACTURER SEAL from the boiler (self-destructing label on the left side / 

central cover). In order to grant the guarantee, this operation is only allowed to the personnel 

authorized and approved by us KOBER SRL. 

- Removal of the electrical strap connected to the wires of the external sensor (black cables). 

* Error E51 (manually resettable error) 

Error E51 (manually resettable error) 
Error E51 is generated by: 

- the ventilator cabling in short circuit or interrupted; 

- blocked ventilator; 

- micro-controler malfunctioning.  

Error E51 correction: 
- check the voltage supply in the ventilator board;  

- check cable continuity from the electronic board to the ventilator (including the connectors 

crimped on the cables). If continuity is appropriate, visually ensure that the ventilator rotates.  
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If ventilator does not rotate, replace it. If error persists after the checks mentioned above, 

replace electronic board. 
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MALFUNCTIONING WITH GAS BOILERS START-UP  
After GAS BOILERS start-up nothing appears on the GAS BOILERS start-up  
a) Check GAS BOILERS power supply cable; 

b) Check band cable between the board and the display, if it is completely introduced into 

the connector on the board and the display. If appropriate, go to point c). If not appropriate, 

correct.  

c) Check the presence of voltage after the fuses on the entry level into the board (see bellow 

fig.). Measure with the volt-meter, voltage present 230V. If appropriate, go to point d). If not 

appropriate, replace the fuses 

and check the presence of 

voltage in the grid. 

d) Check if the transformer on 

the board is warm and the 

radiator on its right gives away 

heat. If appropriate, go to 

point e). If not appropriate, 

replace in the following order:  

- band cable; 

- display; 

- electronic board; 

e) check if the pressure sensor 

is not in short circuit. For this, 

take out the connector from 

the pressure sensor. If the 

display shows error E10 replace 

the pressure sensor. If error 

persists, replace the electronic 

board.  

 

PUMP ERROR CODES 
 

If the pump has detected one 

or more errors, the bi-colored LED 1 changes from green to red. When an error is active, LEDs 

indicate the type of error as shown in the table below. If more alarms are active at the same 

time, LEDs show the error with the highest priority.   

Display Significance Pump action Remedy 
1 red LED + 1 

yellow LED (LED 

5) 
Blocked rotor  

 

Pump is trying to start every 

1.5 seconds 
Wait or unblock the rotor axis  

1 red LED + 1 

yellow LED (LED 

4) 
Supply voltage 

too little 
Only warning, pump is 

functioning Check supply voltage 

1 red LED + 1 

yellow LED (LED 

3) 
 

Electrical error 
Pump is stopped because the 

supply voltage is too low or the 

supply is inappropriate 
Check supply voltage / 

replace pump 

 

 

 

Check 

voltage 

presence 

Check if the 

radiator gives 

away heat 
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